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Plaintiffs Black Diamond Offshore Ltd., Black Diamond Arbitrage Offshore Ltd., Black
Diamond Relative Value Offshore Ltd., and Double Black Diamond Offshore Ltd., (hereafter,
the "Carlson Funds" or "Plaintiffs"), by and through their undersigned counsel, bring this action
alleging fraud and violations of Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(the "Exchange Act"). The allegations of this Complaint are based on Plaintiffs' personal
knowledge as to themselves and their own acts, and on information and belief supported by an
investigation by Plaintiffs' counsel as to Defendants' acts. Plaintiffs' counsel's investigation has
included, among other things, a review of public statements, press releases, and filings by
Defendants; analyst and financial press reports; and other data and sources set forth below.
Plaintiffs believe that substantial additional evidentiary support will exist for the allegations set
forth herein after a reasonable opportunity for discovery.

I.

SUMMARY OF CLAIMS
1.

Plaintiffs are a group of funds managed by Carson Capital, L.P. that established

short positions in Volkswagen ("VW") common stock through a series of direct short sales and
securities-based swap transactions prior to October 27,2008. Plaintiffs were defrauded by
Defendants through a secretive scheme to manipulate and comer the market for Volkswagen
common stock resulting in the largest "short squeeze" in history. Defendants' illegal scheme
caused legitimate short selling investors to lose an estimated €30 billion in less than one week of
trading at the end of October 2008, while Defendant Porsche reaped over €6 billion in trading
profits. Plaintiffs lost hundreds of millions of dollars as a result of Defendants' misconduct.
2.

During the relevant time periods to this Complaint, Defendant Porsche Automobil

Holding SE (hereafter, "Porsche") was the largest VW common stockholder, owning
approximately 20% at the end of2005, and surpassing 30% by April 2007. By March 2008,

1
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Porsche's Supervisory Board (the equivalent to a U.S. corporation's Board of Directors) publicly
announced its approval to lift Porsche's stake in VW to more than 50%. Shortly after this
announcement, financial analysts and investors speculated that Porsche might attempt to increase
its stake in VW to 75%, which would then allow for the institution of a "domination agreement"
by Porsche and further allow Porsche to orchestrate a takeover ofVW.
3.

Porsche sternly shot down such rumors, publicly stating that the decision of the

Supervisory Board concerned "majority holding only" and it "denie[d] reports in the media
which claim that [Porsche] intends to increase its stake in VW to 75 percent." Denouncing the
reports as "speculation" which "can be traced back to the speculative mind games of analysts and
investors," Porsche stated that acquiring 75% ofVW's shares ignores "the realities of the VW
shareholder structure" which made the likelihood of "acquiring the necessary shares from the
remaining freefloat [ ] very small indeed."
4.

Based on this very clear denial -- and because VW was more than fifteen times

larger than Porsche, which caused many investors, including banks and hedge funds, to doubt
Porsche's ability to keep borrowing money to purchase additional VW shares -- investors were
comforted that Porsche statements about its intentions to obtain a simple majority, but not 75%
domination, were truthful and accurate. Porsche throughout the Summer and Early Fall of 2008
continued to publicly deny any effort to obtain 75% ofVW.
5.

Nevertheless, because Porsche had stated intentions to continue acquiring large

blocks ofVW stock to obtain a simple majority of shares, and because neither Porsche, nor the
next largest stockholder (Lower Saxony, the German state in which VW is headquartered, who
was required to maintain just over 20% of VW common stock) was selling, VW shares started to
become scarce, and prices rose steadily throughout 2007 and 2008.

2
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By the late summer of 2008, Porsche reported that it held 42.6% of the voting

shares ofVW. In September and October 2008, with the credit markets largely frozen, many
investors believed that VW shares were poised for a fall in line with virtually all major
international auto manufacturers. An article appearing in Barron's on October 20, 2008, for
instance -- titled "WorId' s Most Overvalued Big Stock?" -- reflected what was then the
commonly held market perception of VW' s share price, openly questioning the absurd price run
up and attributing such a skewed price to what it termed "a huge short squeeze" that left VW's
free float (or shares available to the public) at around 30%. Once Porsche completed its
acquisition of slightly over 50% of the shares, the Barron's article concluded, VW stock "will
likely drop like a Beetle pushed from a cliff' because VW's fundamentals did not support
anything near its present market valuation.
7.

Many investors established significant short positions in VW shares during this

time based, in part, upon Porsche's repeated denials that it sought to acquire 75% ofVW. Based
on VW's fundamentals, the state of the auto industry in general, and the fact that Porsche's VW
purchases were almost at an end, a market consensus formed that these short positions were safe
bets that would return significant profits. By some estimates, investors had sold 13% ofVW
shares short either directly or through securities-based swap transactions. 1
8.

Unbeknownst to these short sellers, however, Porsche had repeatedly lied in order

to comer the market in VW stock and orchestrate a massive "short squeeze." At the same time
that Porsche was buying VW shares directly, and disclosing its purchases to the public, Porsche
1 The securities-based swap transactions relevant here are contracts in which Plaintiffs and their counterparties agree
to exchange cash flows that depend on the price of a particular security. The economic results of a securities-based
swap is similar to a short sale but the swap allows for greater transactional flexibility because it executed directly
with a counterparty rather than being traded on a foreign or domestic exchange. In this case, Plaintiffs' swap
agreements generated gains as the price ofVW shares declined and generated losses as the price rose. The
securities-based swap transactions at issue here were transacted in the United States through United States-based
counterparties and, as a result, fall within the scope of Secton lOeb) of the Exchange Act. See 15 U.S.C. 78j(b).
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(at the direction and under the control of Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter) was also secretly
obtaining what is known as a "synthetic long position" in VW through a number of cash-settled
options. In essence, despite Porsche's repeated public denials, it had secured options to purchase
a further 31.5% of the voting shares of VW at a fixed price (by surreptitiously buying a series of
small option positions from six different banks to avoid disclosure thereof) and this brought
Porsche's potential investment in VW effectively to 74.1 %. When coupled with Lower
Saxony's 20% and with 5% of shares held by index funds that were required to maintain VW
shares at a specific proportion of their holdings, this meant that the estimated aggregate short
positions (up to 13%) well-exceeded the entire remaining free float of the company (about 1%).
9.

On Sunday, October 26,2008, Porsche initiated what financial commentators have

termed "the mother of all short squeezes" by disclosing for the first time its effective control over
74.1 % ofVW shares through its never-before-disclosed option positions. The trading that
ensued, as short-seIler's rushed to cover their VW positions with virtually no VW stock available
on the market, resulted in 400-500% increases in VW's share price during the week of October
27,2008. During one trading day (Tuesday, October 28,2008), VW was trading at £1,005 per
share (up from £210 the trading day prior to Porsche's disclosure), and VW briefly became the
largest company in the world by market capitalization (surpassing Exxon Mobil) at a time when
much of the automobile industry was collapsing.
10.

At the end of the tumultuous week, it was only because Porsche agreed to settle

5% of its position (at a substantial profit), and the German stock market (DAX) reduced VW's
weighting in its index (thus allowing index funds to similarly reduce their VW holdings through
sales) that enough shorts were able to cover, and the price quickly returned to more logical

4
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levels. VW's stock chart during the relevant time period starkly illustrates the dramatic impact
ofPorsche's "short squeeze" market manipulation:

Volkswagen Share Price (EUR), Jan 2006-Jul 2009
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In the scramble to cover their positions, short sellers like Plaintiffs lost an

estimated €30 billion in less than a week. Porsche itself received a windfall of over €6 billion.
By far, it was the largest short squeeze in history.
12.

Market manipulation is illegal, and manipulating markets to secretly comer a

stock and squeeze short sellers is one form of market manipulation that is universally
condemned. The SEC, for example, has clearly outlawed such manipulative practices:
The term 'short squeeze' refers to the pressure on short sellers to cover their
positions as a result of sharp price increases or difficulty in borrowing the security
the sellers are short. The rush by short sellers to cover produces an additional
upward pressure on the price of the stock, which then can cause an even greater
squeeze. Although some short squeezes may occur naturally in the market, a
scheme to manipulate the price or availability ofstock in order to cause a short
squeeze is illegal.
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Securities and Exchange Commission, Amendments to Regulation SHO, 17 CFR Part 242,
Release No. 34-56212; File No. S7-12-06, n.34 (emphasis added).
13.

German market regulators (BaFin) are investigating allegations of wrongdoing at

Porsche, and Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter (both unceremoniously deposed from their
positions as CEO and CFO at Porsche in July 2009) have had their homes and offices raided by
Frankfurt and Stuttgart criminal authorities pursuant to a widening insider trading investigation.
14.

Here, Plaintiffs seek to recover their trading losses resulting from Defendants'

intentional misconduct in manipulating the market for VW shares, and for defrauding Plaintiffs
through a series of false and misleading statements and omissions.

II.

PARTIES
A.

The Plaintiffs

15.

Plaintiff Black Diamond Offshore Ltd. ("BDOL") is a fund that is domiciled in the

Cayman Islands. Approximately 67% ofBDOL represents funds invested by American
residents. BDOL held short positions in VW common stock in October 2008 and was injured by
Defendants' illegal "short squeeze" scheme.
16.

Plaintiff Black Diamond Arbitrage Offshore Ltd. ("BDAOL") is a fund that is

domiciled in the Cayman Islands. 100% ofBDAOL represents funds invested by American
residents. BDAOL held short positions in VW common stock in October 2008 and was injured
by Defendants' illegal "short squeeze" scheme.
17.

Plaintiff Black Diamond Relative Value Offshore Ltd. ("BDRVOL") is a fund that

is domiciled in the Cayman Islands. Approximately 61 % ofBDRVOL represents funds invested
by American residents. BDRVOL held short positions in VW common stock in October 2008
and was injured by Defendants' illegal "short squeeze" scheme.

6
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Plaintiff Double Black Diamond Offshore Ltd. ("DBDOL") is a fund that is

domiciled in the Cayman Islands. Approximately 41 % of DBDOL represents funds invested by
American residents. DBDOL held short positions in VW common stock in October 2008 and
was injured by Defendants' illegal "short squeeze" scheme.
19.

Non-party Carlson Capital, L.P. ("Carlson") is an employee-owned Delaware

limited partnership that acts as an investment advisor and fund manager. Founded in 1993,
Carlson is headquartered in Dallas, Texas. Carlson managed each of the Plaintiff funds, and had
full investment decision-making responsibilities during all relevant time periods in this
Complaint.
20.

Collectively, BDOL, BDAOL, BDRVOL, and DBDOL are referred to hereafter as

"Plaintiffs" or the "Carlson Funds."

B.

The Defendants

21.

Defendant Porsche Automobil Holding SE (f/k/a Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche

Aktiengesellschaft prior to November 2007) is a European stock corporation (i. e., Societas
Europaea) headquartered in Stuttgart, Germany. At all relevant times, Porsche was the largest
stockholder in VW.
22.

Wiedeking was, at all relevant times, President and CEO ofPorsche. Wiedeking

was removed as President and CEO amidst a widening insider trading investigation into his role
in orchestrating the "short squeeze" that is the subject of this Complaint. Wiedeking's ouster
came less than a year after Porsche bestowed on him a massive payday of$113 million in 2008,
mainly due to Porsche's "performance," which was primarily tied to Porsche's €6.8 billion in
profits reaped through the VW short squeeze.
23.

Haerter was, at all relevant times, Vice President of Finance and CPO for Porsche.

Haerter was removed as Vice President of Finance and CPO amidst a widening insider trading
7
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investigation into his role in orchestrating the "short squeeze" that is the subject of this
Complaint. Like Wiedeking, Haerter's ouster came less than a year after Porsche bestowed on
him a massive payday of $44 million in 2008, again mainly due to Porsche's "performance,"
which was primarily tied to Porsche's €6.8 billion in profits reaped through the VW short
squeeze.

III.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
24.

This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and under

§ 27 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act"), 15 U.S.C. § 78aa, because
certain of Plaintiffs' claims arise under § 1O(b) and § 20(a) of the Exchange Act.
25.

This Court has supplemental jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' state-law fraud claims

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1367.
26.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.

4(k)(2), as well as under § 27 of the Exchange Act, 15 U.S.C. § 78aa, each of which extends
personal jurisdiction to the limit of the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause.
27.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(d), because Porsche,

Wiedeking and Haerter are aliens. Venue is also proper under 15 U.S.C. § 78aa. Venue is also
proper because a related case is pending in this District against the same Defendants based upon
the same operative facts and circumstances alleged here. See Elliot Associates, L.P. et a!. v.

Porsche Automobil Holding SE, et a!., Case No. 10 Civ. 0532 (HB) (filed January 25, 2010).
28.

In connection with the acts and conduct alleged in this Complaint, Defendants,

directly and indirectly, used the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce including,
but not limited to, interstate wire and telephone communications.

8
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As more fully described in this Complaint, Defendants' acts and conduct occurred

in the United States, including the making of material false statements and omissions in the
United States, directed at investors and investment managers in the United States. Porsche's
scheme to comer the market in VW stock, moreover, can proper!y be said to have been launched
in the United States, because, upon information and belief, Porsche began its efforts to comer the
market in VW stock by purchasing a large block of VW shares from Brandes Investment
Partners LLC, an American institutional investor in San Diego, California.
30.

Porsche's contacts and communications with the United States were substantial

and continuous. Porsche regularly distributed press releases, ad hoc announcements, and other
significant company news by electronic mail to an undisclosed distribution list which, at relevant
times, included at least 30 recipients in the United States. These U.S. recipients were individuals
at hedge funds, investment funds, and pension funds, the precise groups that Porsche targeted to
fall prey to its scheme to comer the market for VW stock.
31.

Upon information and belief, each time that Porsche made a public announcement

relating to VW stock purchases it was purposefully transmitted to the United States using the
means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce including, but not limited to, interstate wire
and telephone communications.
32.

The following are examples of email communications that Porsche is believed to

have sent into the United States:
•

On March 5, 2007, Sylvia Stadelmann ("Stadelmann") ofPorsche emailed the Porsche
Group Shareholders' Letter, which discussed Porsche's investment in VW.

•

On March 24, 2007, Frank Gaube ("Gaube"), head of Porsche investor relations, emailed
an announcement of the decision by the Supervisory Board of Porsche to authorize an
increase in Porsche's stake in VW from 27.3% to up to 31 % and disclosed that Porsche
held an option to purchase up to 3.7% of VW' shares.

9
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•

On April 30, 2007, Gaube emailed a notice that Porsche had just published a mandatory
offer for VW shares on its website (as required by German law after a 30% stake in a
company is obtained) and a link directing recipients of the mail to Porsche's offer.

•

On May 7, 2007, Gaube emailed a notice that Porsche had just published the results of
the first week ofPorsche's mandatory offer for VW shares.

•

On May 30,2007, Gaube emailed a notice of the expiration ofPorsche's mandatory offer
for VW shares.

•

On June 4, 2007, Gaube emailed a press release announcing the results ofPorsche's
mandatory offer for VW shares.

•

On June 26,2007, Gaube emailed a press release discussing Porsche's investment in VW.

•

On December 14,2007, Gaube emailed Porsche's interim financial information, which
contained a discussion ofPorsche's "strategic/industrial" partnership with VW.

•

On March 3,2008, Katharina Dippell ("Dippell") ofPorsche emailed a press release
announcing the decision of the Supervisory Board of Porsche to authorize the increase of
Porsche's stake in VW to more than 50%.

•

On March 10, 2008, Dippell emailed a press release in which Porsche stated that it would
not seek to raise its stake in VW to 75%.

•

On March 14,2008, Dippell emailed a press release in which Porsche said it would seek
to amend VW's articles of association to reflect the judgment of the European Court of
Justice regarding the "vw Law."

•

On March 19,2008, Dippell emailed Porsche's half-year financial report, which
discussed Porsche's investment in VW, the VW Law, and Porsche's intentions going
forward, stating that once "antitrust clearance has been given, Porsche SE will acquire the
majority shareholding in Volkswagen, with a view to creating one of the world's most
innovative and efficient automotive alliances..."

•

On April 18, 2008, Dippell emailed a transcript of a magazine interview of Wolfgang
Porsche and Ferdinand Piech, members of the two families that control much of Porsche
and VW, in which they discussed Porsche's investment in VW.

•

On June 18,2008, Stadelmann emailed Porsche's interim financial information, which
discussed Porsche's investment in VW, the VW Law, Porsche's intention to acquire the
"majority of voting rights" in VW, and Porsche's intent to create "one of the world's
most innovative and efficient automotive alliances ...."

•

On October 27, 2008, Gaube emailed the October 26, 2008 press release in which
Porsche finally revealed its intention to go to 75% ofVW shares and to seek a
domination agreement with VW, which helped lead to the short squeeze in VW shares.

10
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Porsche also distributed information regarding its VW investments in telephone

conversations with investors in the United States, including conversations with the similarly
situated fund plaintiffs in the related case Elliot Associates, L.P. et al. v. Porsche Automobil
Holding SE, et at., Case No.1 0 Civ. 0532 (HB), as follows:
•

On May 5, 2008, Gaube spoke by telephone to Keith Goodman, an analyst at Glenhill
Capital in New York, and told him that Porsche wanted to get more than 50% ownership
in Porsche and, toward that goal, had used options t lock up 20% ofVW shares, in
addition to the approximately 31 % it already owned outright. Gaube also told Goodman
that Porsche had no intention of increasing its stake in VW to 75%.

•

On October 22,2008, Gaube spoke by telephone with Glenview Capital's CEO, Larry
Robbins, who was also in New York. Gaube told Robbins that Porsche did not intend to
go much above 51 % ownership in VW and did not intend to go to 75%.
34.

When they were in the United States, Defendants also made other false and

misleading statements related to their VW investments. For example, on October 12,2005,
Defendant Haerter spoke about Porsche's investment in VW at the St. Regis Hotel in New York,
at an event sponsored by Merrill Lynch's New York Office. Porsche's New York meeting was
part of a road show about which the Financial Times reported on October 2, 2005: "Conscious of
the market's skepticism, Porsche will from this week meet UK and US investors to try to
convince them of the merits of its plan [concerning its VW stake]."
35.

As another example, on January 9-10, 2007, at the North American International

Auto Show ("NAIAS") in Detroit, Defendant Wiedeking met en masse with reporters and
subsequently conducted a private interview with an American Business Week correspondent.
During the hour-long group interview, Wiedeking responded to 64 questions pertaining to
Porsche's interests in VW. In his interview with Business Week, Wiedeking was asked why
Porsche was not paying a premium for control of VW, to which he responded: "Why should I
pay a premium? No. I don't see any reason for this, 29% is enough for Porsche. We won't
acquire more than 50%."
11
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Porsche also maintained an English language website, with an archive of English

language press releases, that it used disseminate misrepresentations and falsehoods to U. S.
investors. While Porsche did not translate all of its press releases into English, it did translate all
of its public releases relating to Porsche's intentions and positions with respect to VW.
Furthermore, u.s. investors visiting Porsche's u.s. website were directed to Porsche's English
language website to obtain corporate information.
37.

In addition to acts and conduct of Defendants' occurring in the United States,

Defendants' acts and conduct had substantial, direct and foreseeable effects on Plaintiffs and
their United States resident investors. During the relevant period, dozens of U.S. institutional
investors and funds owned millions of shares of VW stock for the benefit of investors residing in
America. Carlson is an American fund manager and investment advisor, and each of the Carlson
Fund Plaintiffs is largely (or entirely) comprised of American investors, as alleged above.
38.

Plaintiffs' investment decisions relating to their VW investments, and more

particularly, the ultimate decision-making responsibility, was vested primarily in a U.S.
company, Carlson, that contracted to manage the Carlson Funds' investments. All of the
Plaintiffs' short sales were executed by Carlson from its offices in the United States.
39.

The Carlson Funds transacted securities-based swap agreements that referenced

the price ofVW shares in the United States within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. 78j(b). In Dallas,
Texas, all steps necessary to transact the securities-based swap agreements were authorized,
approved and undertaken. With respect to most of the securities-based swap transactions
relevant here, moreover, the counterparties were acting on behalf of financial institutions located
in New York and New York law governed the swap agreements. The relevant swap
confirmations, moreover, were addressed to Carlson, on behalf of the individual Carlson Funds.

12
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Defendants were experienced derivatives traders who were well aware ofVW's

shareholders and the various short positions on VW stock. Defendants therefore knew that the
primary victims of their scheme would be funds that took short positions in VW shares. Upon
information and belief, Defendants also knew that these investors and the managers who make
their investment decisions are concentrated in a small number of locations, with the large
majority of investment managers based in the United States and in this District. Therefore, upon
information and belief, Defendants knew that New York-based investment managers would rely,
in New York, on Defendants' fraudulent misstatements; that the same fraudulent misstatements
would be disseminated throughout and absorbed by the fund community at large; and that the
funds that managers like Carlson advised would be the primary victims of Defendants' fraud and
manipulation.
41.

Defendant Porsche and VW also actively and deliberately sought access to

American capital markets, and purposefully availed themselves of the privilege of conducting
activities in the American securities market, through their sponsorship of separate American
Depositary Receipt ("ADR") or American Depositary Share ("ADS") programs, which among
other things, require periodic SEC filings. VW had, and still has, two such programs. Both of
VW's ADR programs are backed by J.P. Morgan and trade in the U.S. on the over-the-counter
("GTC") market. The Porsche ADS program is backed by Citibank, N.A. and The Bank of New
York Mellon, and it too makes voluntary filings with SEC. Upon information and belief, most, if
not all, of the VW ADRs and Porsche ADSs were and are held by American investors.
42.

Porsche also does substantial business in the United States. Porsche operates a

number of subsidiary companies in the United States, including Porsche Cars North America,
Inc.; Porsche Liquidity LLC; and Porsche Capital LLC; all of which are Delaware businesses. In

13
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total, the three United States subsidiaries ofPorsche had sales of€1,785,554,000 (over $2.5
billion) in the most recent fiscal year, and employed 243 individuals in the United States. The
United States is Porsche's largest market for its automobiles.
43.

Porsche has also sought the protection of United States laws in federal courts

across the country (see, e.g., Dr. Ing. HC.F Porsche AG v. Universal Brass, Inc., 1995 WL
420816 (W.D. Wash., 1995); Dr. Ing. HC.F Porsche AG v. Classic Motor Carriages, Inc., 92
F.R.D. 781 (S.D. Fla., 1982); Dr. Ing. HC.F. Porsche AG v. Zim, 481 F. Supp. 1247 (N.D. Tex.,
1979), and understands well that it is an international company subject to laws in multiple
jurisdictions. For example, when it decided to transform the parent holding company from a
German "AG" into a European "SE" (in 2007) Porsche stated the transformation reflected its
desire to be a "supra-national legal entity" taking advantage of "an open and international
corporate culture."
44.

Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter were actively involved in managing Porsche's

business interests in the United States. Wiedeking was a member of the boards of directors of
Porsche Cars North America, Inc., and Porsche Enterprises Inc., each a Delaware corporation
wholly-owned by Porsche. Haerter was a member of the boards of directors ofPorsche Cars
North America, Inc., Porsche Enterprises, Inc., and Porsche Financial Services, Inc., each a
Delaware corporation wholly-owned by Porsche.
45.

As persons who controlled Porsche's fraudulent misstatements and illegal market

manipulation between March and October 2008, and as the direct source of many of those
misstatements, Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter are responsible for Porsche's wrongdoing in,
and directed toward, the United States.
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A.

The Companies

1.
46.

Porsche: "a hedge fund that makes sports cars on the side"

Porsche AG (officially, "Dr. Ing. h.c.F. Porsche AG") was founded in 1948 in

Austria. Now based in Stuttgart, in Baden-Wurttemberg, Porsche is majority-owned by the
Piech and Porsche families and by VW. Today, the company's product line is limited to sports
cars and an SUV, but prior to 1963, Porsche also made tractors, and prior to 1991, a few small
aircraft engines.
47.

The United States subsidiaries ofPorsche (100% indirect equity investment)

include three Delaware companies: Porsche Cars North America, Inc., Porsche Liquidity LLC,
and Porsche Capital LLC. In total, the three United States subsidiaries of Porsche produced a net
income of€54,503,000 (almost $80 million) from August 1,2007 to July 31, 2008 on sales of
€1,785,554,000 (over $2.5 billion) and employed 243 individuals.
48.

Porsche AG changed its name to Porsche SE in June 2007. This was

accomplished when shareholders of the original and closely held Porsche AG voted unanimously
in favor of transferring the operating activities of Porsche AG to a wholly-owned subsidiary, and
transforming the parent entity into a European Company, or a so-called ((Societas Europaea" or
"SE." The decision to transform the parent holding company from a German AG into a
European SE reflected Porsche's desire to be a "supra-national legal entity" taking advantage of
"an open and international corporate culture."
49.

Porsche sponsors American Depositary Shares ("ADSs"), and voluntarily makes

periodic filings with the SEC. For example, Porsche SE filed a Form F-6 with the SEC on
July 27, 2009 registering 50 million ADSs with Citibank, N.A. as the depositary bank.
Additionally, Porsche AG (the predecessor to Porsche SE) filed a Form F-6 with the SEC on
15
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November 20, 2008 registering 100 million ADSs with The Bank of New York Mellon as the
depositary bank. Porsche's ADSs trade on the over-the-counter ("OTC") market.
50.

Porsche is well-known in financial circles to be an experienced and aggressive

investor in derivatives, particularly under the Wiedeking and Haerter regime. In 2002, Haerter
radically overhauled Porsche's treasury operations and started focusing his efforts on using the
capital markets to boost Porsche's income. Beginning as early as 2003, financial commentators
and automotive industry insiders have begun to refer to Porsche as a hedge fund that makes
sports cars on the side. This was most vividly illustrated in the fiscal year ending July 31, 2008,
when Porsche made an astounding €8.6 billion of profit: only €1 billion of this amount was made
from actually making cars, while €7.6 billion was generated by its trading in derivatives. In fact,
the profits from derivatives trading that year even exceeded gross revenues in Porsche's car
business.
51.

Porsche's foray into high stakes derivatives trading almost bankrupted the

Company. By causing Porsche to accumulate so much debt in attempting to orchestrate its secret
takeover ofVW, Porsche was left dangerously exposed when the capital markets collapsed at the
end of2008. Porsche's debt levels were so unmanageable that VW has now agreed to acquire
Porsche in a reverse merger set to close by 2011.
2.
52.

Volkswagen: the target

Volkswagen AG, through its subsidiary Volkswagen Group, consists of 342

companies, divided between the Automobile Division, and the Financial Service Division. VW
has been headquartered in Wolfsburg since its founding (and the town's founding) in 1937, and
its first vehicle was the Beetle, a car designed by Ferdinand Porsche on the orders of Adolf
Hitler. It has become the best-selling car of all time.
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The company was seized by the British Anny in 1945, and returned to the German

Government in 1948. VW was privatized in 1960, and today is one of the world's largest
automobile manufacturers and the largest carmaker in Europe. It is 15 times larger than Porsche
as measured by revenues (as measured by sales, VW is actually 82 times bigger than Porsche).
In 2008, the Group produced 6.257 million vehicles, corresponding to a 10.3 percent share of the
world passenger car market. In Western Europe, just over one in five new cars (20.3 percent)
comes from VW. Group sales in 2008 were £113.8 billion.
54.

VW's stock trades primarily on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. Outside of

Germany, VW is represented on stock exchanges in Switzerland (Basle and Geneva),
Luxembourg, and England (London). Since 1988, VW has also sponsored share programs in
New York in the form of "sponsored unlisted American Depositary Receipts." VW has two
sponsored ADR programs, representing ordinary and preference shares that trade in the U.S. on
the OTC market. Investors in the United States may also deal in VW shares through securitiesbased swap agreements referencing the price of VW shares.

B.

"The Mother of All Short Squeezes"

55.

In September 2005, Porsche announced plans to buy a 20% stake in VW. To do

so, in October 2005, Porsche purchased a large block of shares from American institutional
investors, including Brandes Investment Partners LLC in San Diego, California. By November
2006, Porsche had lifted its stake in Volkswagen to 29.9%. When the stake surpassed 30 percent
in March 2007, Porsche made a mandatory tender offer for all VW shares, but this was a mere
formality required by German law anytime a shareholder acquires 30% or more of a company's
stock. Porsche made the lowest bid possible (below market price) and did not immediately buy
any more shares while disclaiming publicly any interest in taking over VW.
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Porsche's publicly stated rationale for acquiring such a large stake in VW was

business strategy and industrial logic. Porsche had a symbiotic business relationship with VW
that, according to Porsche, it needed to protect in the face of hostile takeover threats. VW builds
significant parts of the Porsche Cayenne and Porsche's new Panamera. Partnering heavily with
VW also gave Porsche access to VW's vast R&D capabilities and its scale in dealing with
manufacturing and purchasing costs and tightening global emissions issues.
57.

Throughout the period of late 2005 through 2007 that Porsche accumulated VW

shares, it continuously trumpeted its business rationale for a strategic investment in VW, and at
the same time downplayed having any designs on acquiring anything more than a slight majority
ofVW shares.
58.

On January 10,2007, for example,just as Porsche was approaching 30%

ownership, Business Week reported an interview between Defendant Wiedeking and its Detroit
correspondent David Kiley that took place at the North American International Auto Show in
Detroit. When asked why Porsche was not paying a premium for VW shares, Wiedeking
emphatically denied that Porsche was seeking to obtain control of VW or that Porsche had
designs of raising its shareholding much above a simple maj ority: "Why should I pay a
premium? No, I don't see any reason for this; 29% is enough for Porsche. We won't acquire
more than 50%."
59.

A couple of months later, on March 24,2007, Porsche announced that it planned

to raise its stake in VW to 31 % but stated that "[w]e don't want a majority." The next day,
Wiedeking stated that the increased stake was again based upon preserving its business
partnership with VW: "If hedge funds were to break up [VW] ... we would risk losing our most
important partner. We cannot let ... [it] happen." Wiedeking told a newspaper that the increased
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stake was only to allow Porsche to "react even more quickly should hedge funds want to take a
stake in VW." By the end of2007, Porsche had achieved its 31 % stake and was VW's largest
shareholder.
60.

At the beginning of2008, Porsche at the direction and under the control of

Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter launched a secret plan to comer the market in VW stock by
accumulating additional, large positions in VW through both open market, disclosed purchases,
and by secretly acquiring a significant synthetic long position in VW stock through the purchase
of small (less than 5% each) cash-settled option positions with six separate banks serving as
counter-parties.
61.

The cash-settled options positions that Porsche began to accumulate in 2008 were

option contracts where the settlement is done via the payment of cash equal to the difference
between the contractual value ("strike price") and market value of the option at the time of
exercise or expiration. This implies that there is no requirement for the actual delivery of the
underlying security. However, such options can also be physically settled upon party agreement,
and banks that underwrite cash-settled options typically hedge their exposure by holding actual
shares, which takes these shares out of general circulation.
62.

In March 2008, Porsche's Supervisory Board, the German equivalent to a U.S.

Board of Directors, signaled approval to lift Porsche's stake in Volkswagen to more than 50%.
At that time, Porsche had lifted its publicly-revealed stake in VW to 42.6%. Market
commentators and analysts began to speculate that Porsche might try to acquire 75% ofVW and
amend VW's by-laws to provide for a special minority of25% (as opposed to the existing 20%
that gave major shareholder Lower Saxony a veto) for approval of major corporate changes.
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Given the relatively small size of Porsche, however, it required massive financing to purchase so
many shares.
63.

Porsche quickly denounced such rumors, publicly stating in a press release that the

decision of the Supervisory Board concerned "majority holding only" and it "denie[d] reports in
the media which claim that [Porsche] intends to increase its stake in VW to 75 percent." Porsche
ridiculed the media reports as "speculation" which "can be traced back to the speculative mind
games of analysts and investors" and stated that acquiring 75% ofVW's shares ignores "the
realities of the VW shareholder structure" which made the likelihood of "acquiring the necessary
shares from the remaining freefloat [ ] very small indeed."
64.

Based on this very clear denial -- and because VW was more than fifteen times

larger than Porsche, which caused many investors, including major banks, institutional investors,
and hedge funds, to doubt Porsche's ability to keep borrowing money to purchase additional VW
shares -- investors were comforted that Porsche statements about its intentions to obtain a simple
majority, but not 75% domination, were truthful and accurate. Porsche throughout the Summer
and early Fall of2008 continued to publicly deny any effort to obtain 75% ofVW.
65.

Because Porsche was still in the market acquiring large blocks of VW stock to

obtain its simple majority of shares, and because neither Porsche, nor the next largest stockholder
(Lower Saxony, the German state in which VW is headquartered, who was required to maintain
just over 20% ofVW common stock) was selling, VW shares started to become scarce, and
prices rose steadily throughout 2007 and 2008 despite growing economic turmoil and the
collapse of global credit markets in general and the automotive industry in particular.
66.

In September and October 2008, with the global economic recession in full swing,

VW stock was perceived as being wildly overpriced, particularly in light of the dramatic collapse
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of virtually all major international auto manufacturers. An article appearing in Barron's on
October 20,2008, for instance -- titled "World's Most Overvalued Big Stock?" -- reflected what
was then the commonly held market perception ofVW's share price. According to Barron's,
VW's fundamentals did not support anything near its current trading prices, and the stock was
benefitting from "a huge short squeeze" that left VW's free float at around 30%. Barron's
concluded that once Porsche completed its acquisition of slightly over 50%, VW's stock "will
likely drop like a Beetle pushed from a cliff."
67.

Many investors established significant short positions in VW shares during this

time based, in part, upon Porsche's repeated denials that it sought to acquire 75% ofVW. Based
on VW's fundamentals, the state of the auto industry in general, and the fact that Porsche's VW
purchases were almost at an end, a market consensus formed that these short positions were safe
bets that would return significant profits. By some estimates, investors had sold 13% ofVW
shares short either directly or through securities-based swap transactions.
68.

A consensus also formed that because of the deep freeze in the global credit

markets Porsche would not be able to borrow enough money to purchase the super-majority
required for control. Thus, more and more investors piled in, betting heavily that Porsche was
truthful when it stated its aim was to acquire no more than a simple majority of shares.
69.

Porsche encouraged and no doubt welcomed such trading activity as it plotted its

scheme, and fed it further by disseminating false statements to the marketplace. As set forth in
further detail in Section V below, Porsche, Wiedeking and Haerter concealed their plan to seek
75% ownership in VW since at least February 2008 (when they spoke about it "confidentially"
with German state officials and other German interests in a closed door meeting). Yet, each time
they spoke publicly about their intentions with VW, they spoke only about acquiring a simple
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majority while flatly rejecting any insinuations that Porsche might seek 75% control as "totally
unrealistic" and "out of the question."
70.

Porsche's false and misleading statements were material to the investment

community, and dramatically altered the total mix of information available to the investor. No
reasonable investor would have sold VW shares short (or, equivalently, entered into the short
side of security-based swaps) had it known ofPorsche's secret plans to acquire 75% ofVW and
comer the market because it would guarantee a short squeeze in VW shares. As reflected in an
October 20, 2008 Barron's article regarding VW stock, investors both in Germany and abroad
widely perceived VW's free-float to be about 30% based upon Porsche's misstatement and
omissions of fact, as opposed to the 1-6% of actual free-float in the market at that time.
Porsche's fraud and manipulation, therefore, skewed the market perception of the supply/demand
balance in VW stock, and concealed (i) Porsche's demand for additional VW share purchases,
(ii) the supply of VW shares available on the market, and (iii) the risk of a massive short
squeeze.
71.

It was unknown to the Plaintiffs and the general public that Porsche was being

deceptive in an effort to comer the market, and all Plaintiffs relied heavily on Porsche's public
statements in making their decisions to take short positions on VW stock. However, as is now
known, from at least February 2008 to October 2008, Porsche secretly purchased cash-settled
options to acquire 31.5% ofVW; most of this was accomplished by six separate secret deals with
six separate investment banks to buy options to purchase 4.99% ofVW's common stock. As a
result, Porsche increased its effective ownership interest in VW to 74.1 % (42.6% ofVW
common stock, plus 31.5% from options to purchase VW common stock).
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Porsche's accumulation of its 31.5% interest in VW stock held as cash-settled

options was deliberately concealed from the public, and accomplished in a way so as to
specifically avoid any disclosure. Had Plaintiffs been aware, contrary to Porsche's public
statements, that it intended to take over VW by acquiring 75% ofVW's shares, the price ofVW
stock would have been much higher and the extraordinary risk of shorting VW shares, or
equivalently entering the short side of a securities- based swap would have been fully apparent.
73.

By mid-October 2008, when capital markets across the globe began to collapse,

Porsche was dangerously over-leveraged. The undisclosed options Porsche had amassed were
threatened with margin calls because of a suddenly declining VW stock price. At the same time,
interest rates rose and credit terms tightened on the nearly €10 billion in short-term bank debt
that Porsche had utilized to fund its effort to seize a 75% controlling stake in VW. Up until this
point in time, Porsche had carefully (and successfully) orchestrated its plan to manipulate VW's
stock price higher so as to induce more investors to take short positions and reduce Porsche's
exposure on its own options.
74.

The dramatic decline in VW stock price beginning about October 20, 2008 would

have threatened to bankrupt Porsche had Porsche not already set its trap by luring in short sellers.
That day, VW stock closed at €277, more than 22% below its closing price the previous Friday.
By October 24, 2008, VW was trading at €211, more than 40% below the closing price of €358
on October 17,2008. The unsettling developments in VW's stock price, given its leverage and
its option positions, would under normal market conditions have been reason for Defendants to
paillC. Instead, Defendants sprung their trap.
75.

On Sunday, October 26, 2008, Porsche executed its short squeeze by shocking the

market with disclosure of its true holdings in shares and option positions in a press release titled
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"Porsche Heads for Domination Agreement." Specifically, Porsche described its 31.5% cashsettlement options stake as "so-called cash-settlement options" and included these shares in its
"total of74.1 %" VW stake, strongly signaling to the market that its option contracts entitled
Porsche to control the shares underlying the options.
76.

When Porsche announced its large, undisclosed options positions on October 26,

2008, Porsche put special notice to short sellers and to those on the short side of a swap by
remarkably claiming that the purpose of the disclosure was to assist the shorts:
Porsche has decided to make this announcement after it became clear that there are
by far more short positions in the market than expected. The disclosure should give
so called short sellers - meaning financial institutions which have betted or are still
betting on a falling share price in Volkswagen - the opportunity to settle their
relevant positions without rush and without facing major risks.
77.

Porsche's disclosure of its secret accumulation of control over 74.1 % ofVW

shares sent short sellers reeling, since they realized (as Defendants knew) that the outstanding
float was less than 6%, and perhaps less than 1%. Short sellers rushed to cover their positions by
buying ever more expensive VW stock leading to a buying panic. All major financial news
outlets immediately picked up on the fact that Porsche was executing a short squeeze of historic
proportions and just as immediately questioned its legality. In less than one week, VW shares
shot up from £200 to more than £ 1,000. At its peak, for a few hours, VW was the largest
company on earth, as measured by market cap, prompting one analyst to dub Porsche's
manipulation: "the mother of all short squeezes."
78.

Aside from its disclosure of its true position in VW stock, Porsche also went on to

admit that it sought to acquire 75% of VW' s shares so that it could institute a domination
agreement over VW. Thus, far from being "totally unrealistic" (as Porsche publicly stated just
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weeks prior to executing its short squeeze), Porsche's aim all along was to increase to 75% so it
could dominate VW.

c.

The Aftermath

79.

After VW's stock wild ride, Porsche agreed on October 29,2008 (albeit under

substantial pressure) to settle 5% of its position (releasing the squeeze at a substantial profit) and
the German stock market (DAX) reduced VW's weighting in its index so that enough shorts
were able to cover. This caused VW's stock price to return to more rational levels (plunging
back to about €200 per share). But this was not before investors with significant short positions,
like Plaintiffs, lost an estimated €30 billion in less than a week, and Porsche received a windfall
of over €6 billion. Today, VW is trading at round €76.
80.

Amidst growing accusations of wrongdoing, Porsche also issued the following

statement on October 29,2008:
Porsche SE denies all responsibility for these market distortions and for the
resulting risks to which the short sellers have exposed themselves. Porsche has
not been active in the market during this [sic] share price movements.
Allegations of price manipulation by Porsche are therefore without any
foundation whatsoever.
81.

For its part, VW's 2008 annual report euphemistically summarized the events as

follows:
Development of the Volkswagen Share Price: In the first quarter,
Volkswagen ordinary shares clearly outperformed the DAX. The satisfactory
sales and fmancial data from fiscal year 2007 contributed materially to this
performance.
The positive trend mostly continued throughout the second quarter of
2008, bolstered by factors including share purchases by the State of Lower
Saxony.
The performance of Volkswagen AG's ordinary and preferred shares was
widely divergent in the third quarter: although the price of preferred shares fell at
the end of the quarter, the price of ordinary shares rose sharply. In addition to the
good half-year results, the reasons for this development are likely to have
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included acquisitions of additional shares by Porsche Automobil Holding SE and
the market's expectations of further purchases.
In the fourth quarter, Porsche Automobil Holding SE announced that it
had increased its interest in Volkswagen to 42.6% of the ordinary shares of
Volkswagen for hedging purposes. Many market players were surprised by this
announcement, and the price of Volkswagen's ordinary shares rose to €1,005.0l
for a short period. At this time, Volkswagen was the most valuable company in
the world.
The announcement by Porsche that it would unwind hedging transactions
amounting to up to 5% of the ordinary shares and the further deterioration in
underlying economic conditions led to a subsequent substantial drop in the share
pnce.
82.

Now that VW's shares have fallen back to levels not seen since 2007, the short

sellers instincts and assessment of the market were proven right, but it was too late for most of
them. A number of prominent funds, including Greenlight Capital, SAC Capital, Glenview
Capital, Tiger Asia, Perry Capital, and of course the Carlson Fund Plaintiffs, lost billions of
Euros in a matter of hours. And the carnage was not limited to U.S. and British funds. One of
Germany's wealthiest men, Adolf Merckle, personally lost hundreds of millions of Euros on a
short position and eventually committed suicide.
83.

After Porsche settled 5% of its position for an enormous profit, it utilized the cash

it generated to purchase more VW shares in November and December. With additional shares
bought with even more borrowed money, on January 5,2009, Porsche officially became the
parent entity ofVW, by virtue of its majority interest. Porsche, however -- as investors had
properly surmised -- had pushed its finances to the breaking point to get majority ownership.
Even with the profits "earned" through its manipulative derivatives trading activities, Porsche
amassed more than €10 billion in net debt. With VW's share price falling, the credit markets
frozen, and Porsche needing to roll over its short-term debt, VW extended Porsche an emergency
loan and opened the door for a reverse takeover. Porsche also obtained an emergency investment
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from Qatar Holding LLC (in exchange for 10% ofPorsche shares). Porsche's takeover attempt
not only failed, but ended with VW agreeing to take over Porsche.
84.

German market regulators have been investigating Porsche's market manipulation,

and Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter were ousted in July 2009 after their scheme nearly
landed Porsche in bankruptcy. They are presently the subject of a massive insider trading
criminal inquiry spearheaded by Frankfurt and Stuttgart prosecutors, and have had their homes
and offices raided.
85.

At its extraordinary meeting on August 13, 2009, the Supervisory Board of VW

approved an agreement to create an integrated automotive group with Porsche, to be led by VW,
and on December 7, 2009, VW took a 49.9 percent stake in Porsche for €3.9 billion. A merger
ofVW and Porsche is expected in 2011.

v.

DEFENDANTS MANIPULATED THE MARKET FOR VW STOCK THROUGH
FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS AND OTHER DECEPTIVE ACTS

86.

Defendants repeatedly misrepresented Porsche's actual control over VW shares

and its actual intentions with respect to cornering the market and achieving a dominant 75%
controlling share ofVW throughout 2008, if not before. Porsche repeatedly made affirmative
misrepresentations that it was neither purchasing nor intending to purchase a quantity of VW
shares that could generate a squeeze.
A.

Porsche's Half-Year Financial Report, Dated March 4, 2008

87.

In its half-yearly Financial Report, dated March 4, 2008, which upon information

and belief was transmitted by email into the United States, Porsche stated that once "antitrust
clearance has been given, Porsche SE will acquire the majority shareholding in Volkswagen,
with a view to creating one of the world's most innovative and efficient automotive alliances ...."
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Porsche's statement was false and misleading because Porsche by that time had

actually determined to acquire a 75% super-majority stake in VW, giving it powers of
domination and control, and had no interest in an "alliance[]" which suggests a cooperative
working arrangement rather than a hostile takeover situation resulting in a domination
agreement.
89.

By March 4,2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a secret

meeting in Berlin (on February 25, 2008), with a high-ranking German government officials
where (as first reported in the press in May 2009), Porsche stated its intention to acquire at least
a 75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement. Furthermore, upon
information and belief, as of March 4, 2008, Porsche had already entered into options contracts
for many of the VW shares that it needed to achieve domination.

B.

Porsche's March 10,2008 Press Release

90.

In a corporate statement issued on March 10,2008, which upon information and

belief was transmitted by email into the United States, Porsche publicly stated that the decision
of the Supervisory Board to lift Porsche VW stake to above 50% concerned "majority holding
only" and it "denie[d] reports in the media which claim that [Porsche] intends to increase its
stake in VW to 75 percent." Denouncing the reports as "speculation" which "can be traced back
to the speculative mind games of analysts and investors," Porsche stated that acquiring 75% of
VW's shares ignores "the realities of the VW shareholder structure" which made the likelihood
of "acquiring the necessary shares from the remaining freefloat [ ] very small indeed."
91.

Porsche's statement that it would not raise its stake in VW to 75% was false and

misleading because Porsche by that time had actually determined to acquire a 75% supermajority stake in VW, giving it powers of domination and control.
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By March 10,2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a secret

meeting in Berlin (on February 25, 2008), with a high-ranking German government officials
where (as first reported in the press in May 2009), Porsche stated its intention to acquire at least
a 75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement. Furthermore, as of
March 10, 2008, upon information and belief, Porsche had already entered into options contracts
for many of the VW shares that it needed to achieve domination.
93.

Porsche' s statement that the likelihood of "acquiring the necessary shares from the

freefloat is very small indeed" was also false and misleading. The likelihood of acquiring the
requisite shares for domination from the free float was, for Porsche, extremely high, and they had
already launched a secretive program to accomplish the same. Porsche, upon information and
belief, had already entered into options contracts for many of the VW shares it needed to achieve
domination. Porsche's counterparties had hedged those options by buying shares, and Porsche
could take delivery of those shares in physical stock after it exercised its options, as it had told
analysts it could at the Frankfurt Auto Show in September 2007.

c.

Porsche's May 29, 2008 Press Release

94.

On May 29, 2008, Porsche announced publicly that it would raise its stake in VW

to more than 50% in 2008: "During the course of this year, [the] share will be increased to over
50%."
95.

Porsche's statement was false and misleading because, in context, it signaled to

investors that the share increase was designed to achieve a simple majority, while at the same
time omitting to tell investors that Porsche had already actually determined to acquire a 75%
super-majority stake in VW, giving it powers of domination and control.
96.

By May 29, 2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a secret

meeting in Berlin (on February 25, 2008), with a high-ranking German government officials
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where (as first reported in the press in May 2009) Porsche stated its intention to acquire at least a
75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement. Furthermore, as of
May 29, 2008, Porsche had already entered into options contracts for many of the VW shares
that it needed to achieve domination.

D.

Haerter's July 28, 2008 Public Statement to German Newspaper
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

97.

On July 28, 2008, Defendant Haerter told the German newspaper the Franlifurter

Allgemeine Zeitung: "We're determined to cross the 51 % threshold this year." Reuters reported
internationally that Haerter told the paper that Porsche owns some 31 % in VW, and has secured
binding contracts over the purchase of another 5%. Haerter said Porsche had already secured the
purchase price for additional VW shares through financial instruments.
98.

Haerter's statement was false and misleading because, in context, it signaled to

investors that the share increase was designed to achieve a simple majority, consistent with prior
statements, while at the same time omitting to tell investors that Porsche had already actually
determined to acquire a 75% super-majority stake in VW, giving it powers of domination and
control.
99.

By July 28, 2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a secret

meeting in Berlin (on February 25, 2008), with a high-ranking German government officials
where (as first reported in the press in May 2009) Porsche stated its intention to acquire at least a
75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement.
100.

Furthermore, as of July 28,2008, Porsche had already entered into options

contracts for many of the VW shares that it needed to achieve domination. Ferdinand Piech, who
during relevant events described herein was both the Chairman of VW' s Supervisory Board and
a member ofPorsche's Advisory Board Executive Committee, stated in a May 2009 interview
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that he was aware ofPorsche's plan to seek 75% control ofVW by mid-year 2008. Piech stated
that he resigned from his Executive Committee post at Porsche because Porsche kept "vital
information" about its options on VW shares concealed from even him.
E.

Porsche's September 18,2008 Press Release

101.

On September 18, 2008, Porsche announced publicly to an online magazine

reporter that a domination agreement with VW was "totally unrealistic."
102.

Porsche's statement was false and misleading because, in context, it signaled to

investors that Porsche's stake in VW was still designed, consistent with prior public statements,
to achieve a simple majority. At the same time, the statement omitted to tell investors that
Porsche had already actually determined to acquire a 75% super-majority stake in VW, giving it
powers of domination and control.
103.

By September 18,2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a

secret meeting in Berlin (on February 25,2008), with a high-ranking German government
officials where (as first reported in the press in May 2009) Porsche stated its intention to acquire
at least a 75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement.
104.

Furthermore, as of September 18, 2008, Porsche had already entered into options

contracts for many of the VW shares that it needed to achieve domination, and so Porsche itself
believed domination was very realistic. Ferdinand Piech, who during relevant events described
herein was both the Chairman ofVW's Supervisory Board and a member ofPorsche's Advisory
Board Executive Committee, stated in a May 2009 interview that he was aware ofPorsche's plan
to seek 75% control ofVW by mid-year 2008. Piech stated that he resigned from his Executive
Committee post at Porsche (in March 2008) because Porsche kept "vital information" about its
options on VW shares concealed from even him.
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F.

Wiedeking's October 2, 2008 Statement at the Paris Motor Show

105.

On October 2,2008, Defendant Wiedeking announced at the Paris Motor Show

that Porsche planned to increase its stake in VW to more than 50% before the end of the year.
When asked about domination-type stakes, Wiedeking replied, "We do not want to rule out this
possibility at the end of the day, some point in the future," but disclosed that domination in his
mind was a "purely theoretical option."
106.

Wiedeking's statement that Porsche planned to increase its stake in VW to more

than 50% before the end of2008 was false and misleading because, in context, it signaled to
investors that the share increase was designed to achieve a simple majority, consistent with prior
statements, while at the same time omitting to tell investors that Porsche had already actually
determined to acquire a 75% super-majority stake in VW, giving it powers of domination and
control.
107.

Weideking's statement that acquiring a dominant (75%) stake in VW was a

"purely theoretical option" that Porsche would not completely rule out at "some point in the
future" was also false and misleading because Porsche had already launched an effort to acquire
a 75% stake and a domination agreement, and had taken substantial steps towards making its
75% acquisition ofVW a practical reality.
108.

By October 2,2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a secret

meeting in Berlin (on February 25, 2008), with a high-ranking German government officials
where (as first reported in the press in May 2009) Porsche stated its intention to acquire at least a
75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement.
109.

Furthermore, according to press accounts, as early as mid-2008, Porsche had

already achieved control over nearly 75% ofVW shares through outright positions and options.
Ferdinand Piech, who during relevant events described herein was both the Chairman of VW' s
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Supervisory Board and a member ofPorsche's Advisory Board Executive Committee, stated in a
May 2009 interview that he was aware ofPorsche's plan to seek 75% control ofVW by midyear 2008. Piech stated that he resigned from his Executive Committee post at Porsche because
Porsche kept "vital information" about its options on VW shares concealed from even him.
G.

Weideking's October 5,2008 Statement to Manager Magazine

110.

On October 5, 2008, Defendant Wiedeking told Manager Magazine online that a

domination agreement was "a long term possibility...." He stated that Porsche's designs to
achieve a 75% dominant stake "is out of the question at present."
111.

Porsche's statement on October 5, 2008, that a domination agreement was "a long

term possibility" but that "[t]he 75 percent is out of the question at present" was false and
misleading because, in context, Porsche had already actually determined to acquire a 75% supermajority stake in VW, giving it powers of domination and control, and because Porsche had the
intention to take domination of VW in the very near future.
112.

By October 5, 2008, moreover, Porsche representatives had already held a secret

meeting in Berlin (on February 25,2008), with a high-ranking German government officials
where (as first reported in the press in May 2009) Porsche stated its intention to acquire at least a
75% ownership ofVW so that it could implement a domination agreement.
113.

Furthermore, according to press accounts, as early as mid-2008, Porsche had

already achieved control over nearly 75% ofVW shares through outright positions and options.
Ferdinand Piech, who during relevant events described herein was both the Chairman of VW' s
Supervisory Board and a member ofPorsche's Advisory Board Executive Committee, stated in a
May 2009 interview that he was aware ofPorsche plan to seek 75% control ofVW by mid-year
2008. Piech stated that he resigned from his Executive Committee post at Porsche because
Porsche kept "vital information" about its options on VW shares concealed from even him.
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DEFENDANTS ACTED WITH SCIENTER
114.

The following facts show that Defendants acted with scienter, had a motive, and

intended to deceive Plaintiffs and other investors about Porsche's intentions with respect to
acquiring VW's shares, and Porsche's actual VW shareholding positions.
115.

Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter at all relevant times were experienced and

active traders of derivatives, and beginning in 2002 they had dramatically reorganized Porsche's
treasury operations to include a substantial derivatives trading function. Porsche derived
massive profits from actively trading, all of which was supervised, directed and controlled by
Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter. In the fiscal year ending July 31, 2008, for example, when
Porsche made an astounding €8.6 billion of profit in a very depressed car market only €1 billion
of this amount was made from actually making cars, while €7.6 billion was generated by
Porsche's trading in derivatives. In fact, the profits from derivatives trading that year even
exceeded gross revenues in the car business.
116.

On account of their vast experience in trading derivatives in general, and their

close connection to both Porsche and VW securities trading, Wiedeking and Haerter were well
aware ofVW's shareholders and similarly well-aware of the number and extent of the derivative
positions taken by hedge funds, investment funds, and institutional investors, including having
an acute awareness of the short positions purchased and sold on VW stock and the volume of
short positions transacted through securities-based swap agreements during the relevant time
period.
117.

The Defendants knowledge of short positions was confirmed just before

Defendants executed their short squeeze when, in the press release first announcing Porsche's
unexpected 74.1 % stake, Porsche stated that it was making the announcement (with tongue
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firmly planted in cheek) to allow short sellers "the opportunity to settle their relevant positions
without rush and without facing major risks."
118.

At all relevant times, moreover, Weideking and Haerter, by virtue of their high

executive positions at Porsche, were in a position to control, and did in fact control, the release of
information in the marketplace relating to Porsche's VW stock and option purchases.
Defendants were similarly well aware ofPorsche's strategy (because they had crafted it) to
acquire a controlling, dominant stake in VW shares in an effort to orchestrate a takeover.
119.

Defendants actively concealed information relating to this strategy, and to

Porsche's actual VW holdings, while at the same time releasing false and misleading
communications into the market to influence trading in VW stock and derivatives. On October
30,2008, Porsche's head of investor relations confirmed Porsche's plan to keep its takeover
strategy secret: "We are a very small company buying into a very big company. That is not
something you can afford if everybody is able to read your strategy in the newspaper."
120.

As early as February 2008, as disclosed in press reports, Porsche representatives

attended a secret meeting in Berlin with a high-ranking officer of the Government of the State of
Lower Saxony (then a 20.1 % shareholder), and there stated (albeit confidentially) its intention to
implement a domination and profit transfer agreement over VW by acquiring at least 75%
ownership of VW shares.
121.

In an interview published on May 12, 2009, VW's chairman, Ferdinand Piech,

who was on Porsche's Advisory Board Executive Committee before resigning, admitted publicly
that Porsche had decided to increase its stake up to 75% even when it was telling the market
otherwise by mid-year 2008.
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Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter's design to take over VW, with classic "David

vs. Goliath" maneuvering, gave these Defendants a strong motive to manipulate the market of
VW stock through the short squeeze scheme. Among other things, for Defendants to be
successful in their takeover attempt, they needed cash, and lots of it. The manipulative scheme
to execute the short squeeze gave Defendants quick access to the vast amounts cash they needed
to support their desire to seize control ofVW.
123.

Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter, moreover, were higWy motivated on a

personal, financial level to manipulate the market to generate profits for Porsche. Defendant
Wiedeking, for example, had his compensation determined in large part by Porsche's
profitability, and in 2008 he received a personal, financial windfall of $112 million - making
him one of the highest compensated CEOs in Europe - because he was entitled to nearly 1% of
Porsche's profits, the large majority of which were orchestrated through Porsche's derivatives
trading.

VII.

LOSS CAUSATION
124.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs

suffered substantial damages in connection with their respective short sales of, and securitybased swaps in, VW's shares from March 4, 2008, through October 24, 2008, and their purchases
ofVW shares (or other termination of short security-based swaps) at artificially high prices from
October 27,2008, through at least October 31,2008.
125.

The market for VW stock was artificially manipulated by Defendants so that

investors, like Plaintiffs, would establish significant short positions in VW at artificially deflated
share prices. Had Defendants not secretly cornered the market in VW shares, the supply and
demand balance would have dictated that VW shares be priced higher, given both their scarcity
and the likelihood that Porsche was gathering momentum for a takeover and a change of control.
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On Sunday, October 26, 2008, Porsche issued a corrective disclosure which

stunned the market, stating for the first time that it, in fact, had effective control over 74.1 % of
VW shares through its never-before-disclosed option positions.
127.

The trading that ensued, beginning Monday, October 27, 2008, as short-sellers and

those on the short side of swaps rushed to cover their VW positions with virtually no VW stock
(between 1-6%) available on the market, resulted in 400-500% increases in VW's share price
during the week. The artificial deflation of VW' s stock was promptly dissipated through
panicked trading. In one trading day (Tuesday, October 28, 2008), for example, VW was trading
at £1,005 per share (up from £210 the trading day prior to Porsche's disclosure).
128.

Plaintiffs suffered substantial losses when the artificial deflation caused by

Porsche's manipulative and deceptive scheme was corrected.

VIII. PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE: FRAUD ON THE MARKET DOCTRINE
129.

At all relevant times, the market for VW's common stock was an efficient market

that promptly digested current information with respect to VW from publicly available sources
and reflected such information in the prices of VW' s shares and associated security-based swaps,
for the following reasons, among others:
(1 )
VW common stock met the requirements for listing, and was listed and
actively traded on the Frankfurt, London, Luxembourg and Swiss stock exchanges, all
highly efficient and automated markets;
VW ADRs were traded on the over-the-counter market, and VW filed
(2)
periodic public reports with the SEC and the NYSE relating to its ADR programs;
VW regularly communicated with public investors via established market
(3)
communication mechanisms, including through regular disseminations of press releases
on the national circuits of major newswire services and through other wide-ranging
public disclosures, such as communications with the financial press and other similar
reporting services; and
VW was followed by dozens of securities analysts employed by major
(4)
brokerage firms who wrote reports which were distributed to the sales force and certain
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customers of their respective brokerage frrms. Each of these reports was publicly
available and entered the public marketplace.
130.

As a result of the foregoing, the market for VW common stock promptly digested

current information regarding VW from all publicly available sources and reflected such
information in the prices of the stock. Under these circumstances, all purchasers and short
sellers of VW common stock, and all parties on the wrong end of securities-based swap
agreements with VW shares as the referenced security, suffered similar injury by establishing
trading positions in VW at artificially manipulated prices. Therefore, and a presumption of
reliance applies.

IX.

NO SAFE HARBOR
131.

The statutory safe harbor provided for forward-looking statements under certain

circumstances does not apply to any of the allegedly false statements pleaded in this Complaint.
Many of the specific statements pleaded herein were not identified as "forward-looking
statements" when made. To the extent there were any forward-looking statements, there were no
meaningful cautionary statements identifying important factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those in the purportedly forward-looking statements. Alternatively, to the
extent that the statutory safe harbor does apply to any forward-looking statements pleaded
herein, Defendants are liable for those false forward-looking statements because at the time each
of those forward-looking statements were made, the particular speaker knew that the particular
forward-looking statement was false, and/or the forward-looking statement was authorized
and/or approved by an executive officer ofPorsche who knew that those statements were false
when made.
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CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

COUNT I
(Violations of Section lO(b) and Rule lOb-5 For Material False Statements and Omissions)
(Against All Defendants)
132.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth above as if set

forth in full herein.
133.

Defendants carried out a plan, scheme and course of conduct which was intended

to and did (i) deceive Plaintiffs and other investors, as alleged herein; and (ii) cause Plaintiffs
and other investors to sell VW shares (or enter into the short side of security-based swaps) at
artificially low prices from March 4, 2008, through October 24, 2008, and buy VW shares (or
otherwise terminate short security-based swaps) at artificially high prices from October 27,2008,
through at least October 31,2008.
134.

In furtherance of this unlawful scheme, plan and course of conduct, Defendants,

and each of them, took the actions set forth herein.
135.

Defendants (i) employed devices, schemes, and artifices to defraud; (ii) made

untrue statements of material fact and/or omitted to state material facts necessary to make the
statements made not misleading; and (iii) engaged in acts, practices, and a course of business
which operated as a fraud and deceit upon the buyers and sellers of VW' s shares in violation of
§ lOeb) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5.
136.

Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and indirectly, by the use, means

or instrumentalities of interstate commerce and/or of the mails, engaged and participated in a
continuous course of conduct to conceal their true intentions with respect to acquiring 75% of
VW's shares and the contracts they put in place to do so.
137.

Defendants employed devices, schemes and artifices to defraud, while in

possession of material adverse non-public information and engaged in acts, practices, and a
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course of conduct as alleged herein in an effort to assure Plaintiffs from March 4, 2008, through
October 24,2008, that Porsche had no intention of acquiring 75% ofVW's shares, which
included the making of, or participation in the make of, untrue statements of material facts and
omitting to state material facts necessary in order to make their statements about Porsche's
intentions with respect to acquisition of VW' s shares not misleading in light of the circumstances
under which they were made, as set forth more particularly herein, and engaged in transactions,
practices and a course of business which operated as a fraud and deceit upon the sellers of VW' s
shares, including Plaintiffs, from March 4, 2008, through October 24,2008.
138.

Defendants' false and misleading statements are alleged in Section V above.

139.

Defendants had actual knowledge of the misrepresentations and omissions of

material facts alleged herein.
140.

Defendants made their material misrepresentations and/or omissions knowingly

and for the purpose and effect of concealing their true intentions with respect to the acquisition
ofVW's shares.
141.

The Carlson Funds' securities-based swap agreements that referenced the price of

VW shares were transacted in the United States within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. 78j(b). In
Dallas, Texas, all steps necessary to transact the securities-based swap agreements were
authorized, approved and undertaken. With respect to most of the securities-based swap
transactions relevant here, moreover, the counterparties to the Carlson Funds were acting on
behalf of financial institutions located in New York and New York law expressly governed the
swap agreements. The relevant swap confirmations, moreover, were addressed to Carlson, on
behalf of the individual Carlson Funds.
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The primary liability ofWiedeking and Haerter arises from the fact that each of

them was a high-level executive at Porsche responsible for Porsche's acquisition ofVW's shares,
and each of them made statements to the public and contributed to or reviewed and authorized
Porsche's press releases, as alleged in this Complaint, concerning Porsche's acquisition plans
with respect to VW's shares. Each of them was aware ofPorsche's dissemination of information
to the investing public concerning Porsche's acquisition plans with respect to VW's shares that
they knew to be materially false and misleading.
143.

As a result of the dissemination of the materially false and misleading information

and failure to disclose material facts, alleged above, the market price of VW shares was
artificially depressed from March 4,2008, through October 24,2008, and artificially inflated
from October 27,2008, through at least October 31, 2008.
144.

Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions caused Plaintiffs' losses. In

ignorance of the fact that the market price ofVW's shares was artificially depressed, and relying
directly or indirectly on the false and misleading statements made by Defendants and described
herein, or upon the integrity of the market in which VW's shares trade, and/or in the absence of
material adverse information that was known to Defendants, but not disclosed in public
statements by Defendants from March 4,2008, through October 24,2008, Plaintiffs sold VW
shares (and entered the short side of security-based swaps on VW shares) at artificially low
prices, and bought VW shares (or otherwise terminated short security-based swaps or entered
long security-based swaps as cover) at artificially high prices from October 27, 2008, through at
least October 31, 2008.
145.

At the time of Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions, Plaintiffs were

ignorant of their falsity, and believed them to be true. Each Plaintiff constantly reviewed press
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reports on Porsche's investment in VW and considered press reports for their relevance to each
of its investment decisions. Had Plaintiffs known the truth regarding Porsche's true intentions
with respect to the acquisition of VW' s shares, Plaintiffs would not have sold short VW's shares
(or, what is economically equivalent, would not have entered the short side of security-based
swaps on VW shares), or if they had sold short VW's shares (or had entered the short side of
security-based swaps on VW shares), they would not have done so at the artificially low prices
which they accepted.
146.

By virtue of the foregoing, Defendants have violated § 1O(b) of the Exchange Act

and Rule 10b-5.
147.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs

suffered substantial damages in connection with their respective short sales of, and securitybased swaps in, VW's shares from March 4,2008, through October 24,2008, and their purchases
ofVW shares (or other termination of short security-based swaps) at artificially high prices from
October 27,2008, through at least October 31, 2008.
COUNT II
(Violations of Section lO(b) and Rule lOb-5 For Market Manipulation)
(Against All Defendants)
148.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth above as if set

forth in full herein.
149.

Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and indirectly, by the use, means

or instrumentalities of interstate commerce and/or of the mails, engaged in manipulative acts that
kept the price of VW' s shares artificially low from March 4, 2008, through October 24, 2008,
and then resulted in a short squeeze that drove the price of VW' s shares to artificially high levels
on and after October 27, 2008, through at least October 31,2008.
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Defendants' market manipulation caused Plaintiffs' losses. Defendants'market

manipulation caused Plaintiffs to sell VW's shares short, or enter into the economically
equivalent short side of security-based swaps on VW shares, at artificially low prices from
March 4, 2008, through October 24, 2008. Defendants' market manipulation caused Plaintiffs to
purchase VW shares or enter long security-based swaps on VW shares at artificially high prices
on and after October 27,2008, through at least October 31,2008.
151.

The Carlson Funds' securities-based swap agreements that referenced the price of

VW shares were transacted in the United States within the meaning of 15 U.S.C. 78j(b). In
Dallas, Texas, all steps necessary to transact the securities-based swap agreements were
authorized, approved and undertaken. With respect to most of the securities-based swap
transactions relevant here, moreover, the counterparties to the Carlson Funds were acting on
behalf of financial institutions located in New York and New York law expressly governed the
swap agreements. The relevant swap confirmations, moreover, were addressed to Carlson, on
behalf of the individual Carlson Funds.
152.

At the time of Defendants' manipulation, Plaintiffs were ignorant of Defendants'

manipulative acts. Had Plaintiffs know the truth regarding Porsche's true intentions with respect
to the acquisition of VW' s shares, or had Plaintiffs known that Defendants had hidden the extent
of their control of additional VW shares through deceptive distribution of options trades
designed to evade counterparty disclosure laws, Plaintiffs would not have sold short VW's shares
(or, what is economically equivalent, would not have entered the short side of security-based
swaps on VW shares), or, if they had sold short VW's shares (or had entered the short side of
security-based swaps on VW shares), they would not have done so at the artificially low prices
which they accepted.
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Defendants had actual knowledge of the material facts alleged herein, and

intended to deceive Plaintiffs and hid the extent ofPorsche's control of additional VW shares
through deceptive distribution of options trades designed to evade counterparty disclosure laws.
Defendants engaged in their deceptive conduct knowingly and for the purpose and effect of
concealing their true intentions with respect to the acquisition of VW' s shares.
154.

By virtue of the foregoing, Defendants have violated § 10(b) of the Exchange Act

and Rule 10b-5.
155.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs

suffered damages in connection with their respective short sales of, and security-based swaps in,
VW's shares from March 4,2008, through October 24,2008, and their purchases ofVW shares
(or other termination of short security-based swaps) at artificially high prices from October 27,
2008 through at least October 31, 2008.
COUNT III
(Violations of Section 20(a»
(Against Defendants Wiedeking and Haerter)
156.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth above as if set

forth in full herein.
157.

Wiedeking and Haerter each acted as a controlling person ofPorsche within the

meaning of § 20(a) of the Exchange Act. By virtue of their high-level positions, participation in
and/or awareness ofPorsche's acquisition plans with respect to VW shares, Wiedeking and
Haerter each had the power to influence and control, directly or indirectly, the decision-making
ofPorsche, including the content and dissemination of the press releases concerning Porsche's
intentions with respect to the acquisition of VW' s shares.
158.

By reason of their knowledge ofPorsche's true intentions with respect to

acquisition ofVW stock, their role in preparing and issuing Porsche's false and misleading
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statements concerning its intentions, and the other facts and circumstances alleged in this
Complaint, Wiedeking and Haerter each culpably participated in Porsche's violations of § 10(b)
of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5.
159.

Pursuant to § 20(a) of the Exchange Act, Defendants are each liable for Porsche's

violations of § 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5.
160.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs

suffered damages in connection with their sales ofVW shares from March 4,2008, through
October 24, 2008, and in connection with their purchases ofVW shares from October 27, 2008,
through at least October 31, 2008.

COUNT IV
(Common Law Fraud)
(Against All Defendants)

161.

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation set forth above as if set

forth in full herein.
162.

Defendants made false affirmative representations of material fact, and omitted to

state true material facts despite an affirmative duty to do so.
163.

Defendants knew such representations and omissions were false.

164.

Defendants intended to induce Plaintiffs to rely upon their false statements and

omissions of material fact.
165.

Plaintiffs justifiably and reasonably relied upon Defendants' false statements and

omissions of material fact.
166.

Plaintiffs were damaged in an amount to be proven at trial on account of their

justifiable and reasonable reliance on Defendants' false statements and omissions of material
fact.
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JURY TRIAL DEMAND
Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury in this action.

XII.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for relief and judgment in their favor, as follows:
A.

Awarding damages to Plaintiffs pursuant to Section 1O(b) of the Securities

Exchange Act;
B.

Awarding damages to Plaintiffs pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Securities

Exchange Act;
C.

Awarding damages to Plaintiffs for common law fraud;

D.

Awarding Plaintiffs their reasonable costs and expenses incurred in this action,

including a reasonable allowance of fees for Plaintiffs' attorneys and experts;
E.

Awarding prejudgment interest and/or opportunity cost damages in favor of

Plaintiffs; and
F.

Awarding Plaintiffs such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and

proper.
Dated: July 23,2010

Respectfully submitted,

GRANT & EISENHOFER P.A.

Jay . Eise ofer
James J. Sabella
Jeff A. Almeida
485 Lexington Avenue, 29th Floor
New York, New York 10017
Telephone:
(646) 722-8500
Facsimile:
(646) 622-8501
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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